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JUNE 2018 Accidentally Like a Martyr
The Tortured Art of Warren Zevon
by James Campion
Backbeat Books

One of the most mysterious yet celebrated singer-songwriters of 

the 1970s revealed through artful essays that go inside 

and beyond the music.

Warren Zevon songs are like chapters in a great American novel. Its story lies in the 
heart of his—and our—psyche. The lines are blurred. We never seem to know if we 
are looking in a mirror or peering through a window; we only know that when we 
listen we see something. The music sets the scene—his voice a striking baritone, 
its narrator our guide through a labyrinth of harrowing narratives. The plot unfolds 
without subtlety; each musical and lyrical arc awakens imagination.

In Accidentally Like a Martyr: The Tortured Art of Warren Zevon, music 
journalist James Campion presents 13 essays on seminal Zevon songs and albums 
that provide context to the themes, inspirations, and influence of one of America’s 
most literate songwriters. In-depth interviews with Zevon’s friends and colleagues 
provide first-person accounts of how the music was lived, composed, recorded, 
and performed

Longtime fans of this most uniquely tortured artist, as well as those who want 
to discover his work for the first time, will get inside the mind, talent, and legacy of 
the wildly passionate Excitable Boy.

JAMES CAMPION (New Jersey) is a contributing editor at the Aquarian Weekly and the author of 

six books, including two on music. He lives with his wife, Erin, their daughter, Scarlet, three cats, 

and a gaggle of wild turkey in the mountains of New Jersey.

MARKETING
• Pre-publication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at print and 
digital music, pop culture, scholastic, and generalist outlets

• Advertising in Aquarian Weekly

• Nationwide rock and classic hits radio campaign 

• Social media announcements and updates at author’s and 
publisher’s pages

RELATED TITLES: Bob Dylan: All The Songs (9781579129859); 
Leonard Cohen: Poems and Songs (9780307595836); I’ll Sleep 
When I’m Dead: The Dirty Life and Times of Warren Zevon 
(9780060763497); Innocent When You Dream: The Tom Waits 
Reader (9781560256670)
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APRIL 2018 Both Sides of the Glass
Inside Vocal Coaching with Kuk Harrell
by Kuk Harrell
Pensado’s STRIVE Education Series
Hal Leonard Books

Take your vocal production to the next level by learning from one 

of the best in the business.

Learn how to capture a super-star vocal performance in the studio with famed vocal 
producer Kuk Harrell—a five-time Grammy Award winner who has worked with 
such singers as Rihanna, Beyoncé, Usher, and Celine Dion. In Both Sides of the 
Glass, Harrell sheds light on the importance of how language can help set the right 
tone and create a rapport with an artist that will free their creativity in a recording 
session.

From pre-production to recording a song, Harrell strategically breaks down 
the best ways to get the most efficient vocal performance, from artists’ needs to 
microphone techniques to gear selection. He also emphasizes the importance of 
listening—not only as the vocal producer, but as a coach committed to helping the 
singer connect with the song to elicit the proper emotion.

KUK HARRELL (Chicago, IL) is a five-time Grammy-award-winner who has worked with  

ingers such as Rihanna, Beyonce, Usher, and Celine Dion.  In 2007, Harrell’s composition and 

production talents on Rihanna’s record-breaking hit “Umbrella,” earned him a Grammy Award 

for “Best Rap/Sung Collaboration.” This opened opened the door for several other nominations 

and awards, including a 2008 Grammy award for Best Contemporary R&B Record for his work 

with Mary J. Blige on Growing Pains, a 2010 Grammy for Song of the Year for Beyoncé’s “Single 

Ladies,” a 2010 Golden Globe nomination for Best Song in a Motion Picture-Drama for “I See 

You,” the theme song for the James Cameron directed film, Avatar, a 2011 Grammy award 

for Best Dance Recording for “Only Girl (In the World)”, and a 2014 Grammy award for Best 

Urban Contemporary Album for Rihanna’s Unapologetic. Harrell has continued his work in the film 

industry as well, most recently as the vocal producer for Sony Pictures’ Annie, working with the 

actors; including Jamie Foxx, Quvenzhane Wallis, Cameron Diaz and Bobby Cannavale

MARKETING
• Prepublication buzz campaigns at GoodReads, Pensado’s 

Place, et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at print and 
digital audio, technology, and music outlets

• Concerted music industry push

• On-air Pensado’s Place promotion; regular mentions by 
Penwick Media and Kuk Harrell’s business associates, clients, 
and contacts 

• Serial rights offers to audio and musicians’ magazines

• Social media announcements and updates at Penwick’s, 
author’s, and publisher’s pages

RELATED TITLES:  The Contemporary Singer (9780876391075); 
The Art Of Singing (9781423454809); 
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MAY 2018 Bowie’s Piano Man
The Life of Mike Garson – Revised and Updated Edition
by Clifford Slapper
Backbeat Books

For the first time in paperback—updated and revised post-Bowie’s 

death—the authorized biography of one of his key musicians, 

well-renowned pianist extraordinaire Mike Garson.

Pianist Mike Garson was David Bowie’s most frequent musician, on record and 
onstage throughout Bowie’s life. They played over a thousand shows together 
between 1972 and 2004, and Garson is featured on over 20 of Bowie’s albums. 
Bowie’s Piano Man is the first-ever biography of Mike Garson, written by Clifford 
Slapper, a fellow pianist who also played for Bowie, working closely with him on his 
last-ever television appearance. The book explores the special relationship between 
Garson and Bowie, beginning with the extraordinary story of how Garson went 
overnight from playing in tiny jazz clubs to touring the world on arena rock tours 
with Bowie after one short phone call and audition.

A noted master of jazz, classical, and other genres, Garson has composed 
thousands of original works and has taught countless students, acting as mentor to 
many. Bowie’s Piano Man explores his roots and childhood in Brooklyn, his ongoing 
strong presence in the jazz world, and his collaborations with a huge range of other 
artists in addition to Bowie. Touring and recording with the Smashing Pumpkins 
and Nine Inch Nails are given in-depth attention, as is his approach to teaching and 
creating music. Explored in detail in particular is his commitment to improvisation 
as a form of composition, a manifestation of his more general dedication to living in 
the moment and always moving forward—a trait he shared with Bowie.

CLIFFORD SLAPPER (London, England) grew up against the background of the 

glam-rock scene. He became a pianist, having been inspired, at age 11, by Mike Garson’s piano 

on Bowie’s 1973 album Aladdin Sane. Going on to be one of the UK’s top pianists, playing with 

many great artists such as Boy George, Marc Almond, and Lisa Stansfield, he finally worked 

closely with David Bowie himself, playing for him on his last-ever television appearance. He also 

works as a producer, arranger, and composer and has recently produced the album Bowie Songs 

One, which reinterprets Bowie’s songs acoustically for piano and voice.

MARKETING
• Pre-publication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at print and digital 
music and pop culture outlets

• Nationwide rock and classic hits radio campaign 

• Social media announcements and updates at publisher’s pages

• Facebook and Instagram contests and advertising campaign

RELATED TITLES: Lonely Boy: Tales Of A Sex Pistol 
(9780306824814); The Complete David Bowie (9781785653650); 
Spiders From Mars: My Life With David Bowie (9781250117618); 
David Bowie: The Last Interview And Other Conversations 
(9781612195759)
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APRIL 2018 Chuck Ainlay on Tracking a Band
by Chuck Ainlay
METAlliance Academy Presents
Hal Leonard Books

A master of the studio reveals the secrets to getting the best sounds 

when recording a band.

Chuck Ainlay—a Grammy- and ACM-award-winning producer and engineer who 
has recorded with such legends as George Strait, Emmylou Harris, Dire Straits, 
and Eric Clapton, among many others—takes readers on a behind-the-scenes tour 
of the recording studio and reveals the secrets to getting the best sounds when 
“tracking” a band. 

Acknowledging that gear alone isn’t enough, in Chuck Ainlay on Tracking a 
Band, the recording studio master brings his expertise from decades of experience 
in making records to highlight all the “little things” that go into achieving the best 
sound and bringing the best out of any band. Among a wealth of insights, Ainlay 
highlights that pre-session preparation—working with the musicians to find out 
their requirements, choosing a recording studio with the capabilities needed, and 
prepping the studio before the band arrives, in addition to having a good rapport 
with the musicians to keep their creativity flowing—is just as important.

Also featured is an interview of Ainlay conducted by fellow METAlliance 
producer and engineer George Massenburg.

CHUCK AINLAY  (Los Angeles, CA), is a multiple Grammy- and ACM 

award-winning producer and engineer, who has recorded and mixed well 

over three hundred albums. Ainlay has placed his distinctive production and 

engineering stamp on projects with mainstream pop artists such as Dire 

Straits and nearly the entirety of Mark Knopfler’s solo career, Peter Frampton, 

Lionel Richie, Chuck Leavell, and Sheryl Crow, which has earned him widespread international 

acclaim. His work in 5.1 mixing has resulted in groundbreaking projects, including the 25th 

anniversary remix of Peter Frampton’s Frampton Comes Alive! and the Grammy-winning 20th 

anniversary remix of the Dire Straits album Brothers in Arms.

MARKETING
• Pre-publication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at print and 
digital audio, technology, and music outlets

• Concerted music industry push

• Serial rights offers to audio and musicians’ magazines

• Social media announcements and updates at METAlliance’s, 
author’s, and publisher’s pages

RELATED TITLES: The Bruce Swedien Recording Method 
(9781458411198); Q on Producing (9781423459767)
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MARCH 2018 Contemporary Monologues for 
Twentysomethings
by Jessica Bashline
The Applause Acting Series
Applause Theatre & Cinema Books

A comprehensive compilation of the best contemporary 

monologues for twentysomethings, all written in the 21st century! 

The theater of the 21st century, in many ways, is expanding to require new muscles 
of its actors, and so should their monologue choices. Contemporary Monologues 
for Twentysomethings is a compilation of monologues for actors ages 15 to 30, 
incorporating characters from a variety of backgrounds with different stories to tell, 
giving you the chance to explore those who are close to you and those who may 
come from someplace else. These monologues are compiled in order of length, with 
the shortest coming in a little under a minute and the longer pieces running closer 
to four minutes.

All from plays written between 2000 and 2016, the monologues in this book are 
useful both for exploration in a classroom setting as well as for auditions. Jessica 
Bashline, adjunct professor of acting at New York University, has assembled a 
comprehensive collection, featuring work written by Neil LaBute, Sarah Ruhl, Zach 
Braff, Naomi Iizuka, and many more. Every playwright in this book is currently 
writing. Some of these plays have been produced on Broadway and some in tiny 
theaters in New York, Minneapolis, San Diego, or other cities around the country. 
This book offers a chance for emerging actors to explore work by playwrights, both 
emerging and established, that is truly contemporary.

JESSICA BASHLINE BASHLINE (New York City) is a New York City–based director, playwright, 

and teacher. She is the artistic director and cofounder of Strange Sun Theater, which is dedicated 

to creating magical new theater that ignites in audiences and artists, the power of possibility. In 

addition, she is an adjunct professor at NYU, teaching acting in the Steinhardt Vocal Performance 

program. She was the consulting artistic director of the Sheen Center when it opened in 

downtown Manhattan, curating a full season for two theaters. Before that, she served as the 

artistic director of Wingspan Arts, an arts education company in New York City.

In addition to her work as a director and playwright, Jessica is an accomplished acting coach, 

focusing primarily on audition coaching and musical theater work. www.jessicabashline.com

MARKETING
• Prepublication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

• Grassroots support from featured playwrights and theaters

• Reviews, mentions, and features at print and digital theater 
outlets

• Excerpt opportunities available

• Social media announcements and updates at editor’s 
playwrights’, and publisher’s pages

RELATED TITLES: One on One: The Best Men’s Monologues 
for the 21st Century (9781557837011); One on One: The Best 
Men’s Monologues for the 21st Century (9781557837004)
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MARCH 2018 Contemporary Scenes for Twentysomethings
by Jessica Bashline
The Applause Acting Series
Applause Theatre & Cinema Books

A comprehensive compilation of the best contemporary scenes for 

twentysomethings, all written in the 21st century!

The theater of the 21st century, in many ways, is expanding to require new muscles 
of its actors, and so should their scene choices. Today, amid flourishing new play 
resources, it can be difficult to nail down contemporary scenes for two people. 
These scenes, all culled from plays written between 2000 and 2016, are useful to 
actors between the ages of 15 and 30. They range from about two to seven minutes’ 
running time—appropriate for different classroom explorations—and are grouped 
by scenes for two males, two females, and one male and one female.

Contemporary Scenes for Twentysomethings offers the opportunity for 
emerging actors to explore work by playwrights, both emerging and established, 
that is truly contemporary. Jessica Bashline, adjunct professor of acting at New 
York University, has assembled a comprehensive collection, featuring work written 
by Samuel D. Hunter, Liz Duffy Adams, Timothy Mason, Nina Raine, and many more. 
Every playwright in this book is currently writing. The characters included in this 
compilation come from a variety of backgrounds with different stories to tell, giving 
you the chance to explore those who are close to you and those who may come from 
someplace else. When perusing this book, look for scenes that instantly draw you. 
There is more than enough material to find something that speaks to you, and your 
passion for a piece will strengthen your final performance!

JESSICA BASHLINE (New York City) is a New York City–based director, playwright, and teacher. 

She is the artistic director and cofounder of Strange Sun Theater, which is dedicated to creating 

magical new theater that ignites in audiences and artists, the power of possibility. In addition, she 

is an adjunct professor at NYU, teaching acting in the Steinhardt Vocal Performance program. She 

was the consulting artistic director of the Sheen Center when it opened in downtown Manhattan, 

curating a full season for two theaters. Before that she served as the artistic director of Wingspan 

Arts, an arts education company in New York City.

In addition to her work as a director and playwright, Jessica is an accomplished acting coach, 

focusing primarily on audition coaching and musical theater work. www.jessicabashline.com

MARKETING
• Pre-publication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

• Grassroots support from featured playwrights and theaters

• Reviews, mentions, and features at print and digital theater 
outlets

• Excerpt opportunities available

• Social media announcements and updates at editor’s 
playwrights’, and publisher’s pages

RELATED TITLES: Duos! The Best Scenes for Two for the 21st 
Century (9781557837028);  Duos! The Best Scenes fo the 90s 
(9781557830302)
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MAY 2018 Film Noir Prototypes
Origins of the Movement
edited by Alain Silver and James Ursini
Applause Theatre & Cinema Books

A captivating in-depth look at the origins of film noir.

Film noir is one of the most enduring and popular genres in cinema. But it did 
not spring up spontaneously, fully formed. Rather, its origins can be traced to 
sources   as   varied  as   Victorian   literature, German   Expressionism, and    American    art    and 
photography. In this comprehensive collection of essays that’s packed with 
illustrations and artwork, a team of eminent scholars and film writers present 
thorough analyses of the influence of prototypes on the classic period of film noir. 

Some essays focus on particularly influential genres, such as the rogue 
cop film and “gothic” thrillers; while others discuss the choices of individual 
filmmakers, including John Ford and Alfred Hitchcock, in their most well-loved films. 

The editors and all of the featured contributors — Sheri Chinen Biesen, Todd 
Erickson, Richard Edwards, Julie Grossman, Robert Miklitsch, Homer Pettey, Robert 
Porfirio, Tom Ryall, Marlisa Santos, Jesse Schlotterbeck, and Tony Williams—are 
noted scholars in the field of film noir, most of whom have written book-length 
studies of their own.

From the gangster and horror genres to social realism and Hitchcock’s spy 
films of the 1930s, Film Noir Prototypes: Origins of the Movement offers compelling 
accounts of the genre’s influences. As befits the topic, over 300 illustrations keyed 
to the text capture the richness and breadth of the classic period’s imagery.

ALAIN SILVER  (Los Angeles, CA) has written and edited over 30 books, including The 

Samurai Film and James Wong Howe: The Camera Eye. His articles have appeared in Film 

Comment, Movie (UK), Wide Angle, Literature/Film Quarterly, and Photon, along with numerous 

anthologies and online magazines. His filmed screenplays include White Nights (from Dostoyevsky), 

the Showtime feature Time at the Top, Nightcomer (which he also directed), and Sacred Blood. 

He has also produced more than two dozen independent features and 40 soundtrack albums. 

JAMES URSINI (Los Angeles, CA) is the author of The Life and Times of Preston Sturges and 

An American Dreamer. He is the co-author, with James Ursini, of nine books, and of three 

books with Dominique Mainon. He has been a producer on features and documentaries, wrote 

and co-directed the independent neo-noir Nasty Piece of Work, and has lectured on filmmaking 

at UCLA and other colleges in the Los Angeles area, where he works as an educator.

MARKETING
• Pre-publication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at print and 
digital film and pop culture outlets

• Excerpts available

• Social media announcements and updates at publisher’s 
pages

• Facebook and Instagram contests and advertising campaign

RELATED TITLES: The Film Noir Reader (9780879101978); The 
Film Noir Encyclopedia (9781590201442); The Dark Side of the 
Screen (9780306817724); Into the Dark: The Hidden World of 
Film Noir (9780762455232)
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MAY 2018 Game Shows FAQ
All That’s Left to Know About the Pioneers, the 
Scandals, the Hosts, and the Jackpots
by Adam Nedeff
FAQ Series
Applause Theatre & Cinema Books

Survey says: read this book!

TV game shows are an American pastime, broadcast ratings champ, and cultural 
institution. Lavishly illustrated and filled with entertaining titbits, Game Show FAQ 
presents an unprecedented look at how the game show genre has evolved in the 
past hundred years. From its earliest days as a promotional tool for newspapers, to 
the high-browed panel games on radio, to the scandalous years of the quiz shows, 
to the glitzy and raucous games of the 1970s, to the prime-time extravaganzas 
of the modern era—this book examines the most relevant game shows of every 
decade, exploring how the genre changed and the reasons behind its evolution.

Packed with photos and mementos to give a feel of how game shows evolved 
over the years, the book includes interviews and insights from the shows’ beloved 
hosts, including Wink Martindale and Marc Summers, executives Bob Boden and 
Jamie Klein, and producers Aaron Solomon and Mark Maxwell-Smith, among 
others. Game Show FAQ offers a richly detailed lineage of this American television 
institution

“Game Show FAQ is for every high roller . . . and it won’t put you in debt. It’s tic-tac-terrific!”  

—Wink Martindale

ADAM NEDEFF (Glendale, California ) is an author of multiple books about the history of game 

shows, including This Day in Game Show History, Quizmaster: The Life and Times and Fun and 

Games of Bill Cullen, The Matchless Gene Rayburn, and It’s More Than Password! The Life (and 

Wife) of Allen Ludden. He has also worked behind the scenes of several games, including Wheel 

of Fortune, Idiotest, Emogenius, and Genius Junior. 

MARKETING
• Pre-publication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at television and 
pop culture outlets

• Excerpts available

• Social media announcements and updates at publisher’s 
pages

• Facebook and Instagram contests and advertising campaign

RELATED TITLES: The Ultimate TV Games Show Book 
(9781566252911); Encyclopedia of TV Game Shows 
(9780816030941); Television Game Show Hosts 
(9780786445738)
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APRIL 2018 Green Day FAQ
All That’s Left to Know About the World’s Most 
Popular Punk Band
by Hank Bordowitz
FAQ Series
Backbeat Books

An entertaining and detailed guide to the legendary punk rock trio.

Delivered through the fast-moving, topical FAQ format, this book covers the band 
with freshness, giving a 360 view into all things Green Day, from major career 
milestones to obscure details.

Green Day FAQ tackles such topics as the band’s roots and early gigs, who’s 
who in the extended Green Day enterprise, what artists proudly claim Green Day 
as an influence on their music, Green Day’s humanitarian efforts and political 
advocacy, the band’s songwriting process, Green Day on Broadway, tours, side 
projects, videos, and more, from their cars and tattoos to their sexual identities, 
families, friends, and enemies. The text features details on the making and 
promotion of every album and examines Green Day’s place in the punk canon. 
Painstakingly researched and written by veteran music journalist Hank Bordowitz, 
the 45 chapters cover anything that is knowable about the punk-pop heroes, 
making this the ideal read for any Green Day fan, new or long-standing.

HANK BORDOWITZ  (Ridgewood, NJ) is the author of 10 books, including 

Billy Joel: Life and Times of an Angry Young Man, Bad Moon Rising: The 

Unauthorized History of Creedence Clearwater Revival, and Led Zeppelin on 

Led Zeppelin. He edited over a dozen entertainment magazines, including 

Creem Special Issues; written for hundreds of others, including Playboy, Spin, 

and the Huffington Post; and was the editorial director for the first legal 

download and webcast site MCY.com. For more information, visit www.bordowitz.com.

MARKETING
• Reviews, features, author interviews, and mentions in print, 

digital, and broadcast media outlets including Publishers 
Weekly, Kirkus Reviews, The New York Times, The LA Times, 
The Wall Street Journal, San Francisco Chronicle. Rolling 
Stone, Deadspin, and more

• Forty-five chapters immaculately researched by a veteran 
music journalist examine the legendary band from every 
conceivable angle

• Exclusive outtakes, essays, and other content and contests at 
backwing.com, Hal Leonard’s consumer-facing webzine

• Bundling opportunities with other punk rock titles in HL’s FAQ 
Series and beyond

RELATED TITLES:  Nobody Likes You: Inside the Turbulent 
Life, Times, and Music of Green Day (9781401302740 and 
9781401309121); Green Day, The Ultimate Unauthorized History 
(9780760343241)
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APRIL 2018 Later Chapters 
The Best Monologues and Scenes for 
Actors Over Fifty
by Diana Amsterdam
The Applause Acting Series
Applause Theatre & Cinema Books

Actors over 50 finally have an anthology to turn to for beautifully 

written, actable pieces.

In this anthology of diverse monologues and scenes, mature actors will find 
material by a wide-range of playwrights and their best work. Marriage, sex, work, the 
changes in a maturing body, memories, and loss of memory, among other themes 
that reflect the life experiences of middle age and aging are presented for the 
benefit of actors who are over fifty, as well as younger actors seeking to expand 
their range. Never before compiled in a single volume, these moving and unusual 
pieces will serve as a valuable reference and ever-inspiring source of material.

DIANA AMSTERDAM (Brooklyn, New York) is a New York State Council on the Arts grant 

recipient and was selected for HBO’s Stage to Screen series. She won the BBC American Radio 

Play Contest, leading to three radio play commissions from BBC Radio 4. Her screenplay won 

first Prize in NYWIFT’s 25th Anniversary Screenplay Contest. She has optioned screenplays to 

Working Title and producers Jodie Burke, Dan Lupovitz, Jon Finn. She is currently in contract with 

director/producer Miguel Ferrer. Her plays include The Dodger, Fast Girls, Sex and Death, and 

Carnival Round the Central Figure. Her plays have been produced in New York, London, Berlin, 

Montreal, Los Angeles, and many American cities, and have been reviewed by the New York 

Times, the LA Times, and the Washington Post. 

MARKETING
• Facebook and Instagram contests and advertising campaign

• Inclusion in company-wide theater promotions and ad 
campaigns

• Inclusion in annual theater education mailing initiative

• Social media announcements and updates at editor’s, 
playwrights’, and publisher’s pages

RELATED TITLES: Scenes for Matures Actors (9780380792870); 
One On One: The Best Monologues for Mature Actors 
(9781480360198); Duos! The Best Scenes For Mature Actors 
(9781480360204)
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MAY 2018 Lords of the Board
by Chris Lord-Alge
Pensado’s STRIVE Education Series
Hal Leonard Books

A master mix engineer demonstrates how to build a career 

in the studio.

Multiple Grammy award-winning mix engineer Chris Lord-Alge (CLA) has had an 
incredible career, working with artists such as Joe Cocker, Stevie Nicks, the Black 
Eyed Peas, Avril Lavigne, and Green Day—to name a few. Now, in Lords of the 
Board, CLA shares the secret to his success in the music industry so that you, too, 
can do the same.

From proper studio etiquette to developing client relationships, CLA 
demonstrates how to build a perfect career. But that is only the beginning. He takes 
it further, showing us how to evolve from musician, to engineer, to mixer, and 
eventually—possibly—taking on the role of producer. CLA highlights the 
importance of finding our comfort zone in the music industry, perfecting the art of 
music making, and, most importantly, always keeping things fun!

CHRIS LORD-ALGE (Los Angeles, CA), a multiple Grammy award-winning mix engineer, has had 

an incredible career, working with artists such as Joe Cocker, Stevie Nicks, the Black Eyed Peas, 

Avril Lavigne, and Green Day—to name a few.

MARKETING
• Pre-publication buzz campaigns at GoodReads, Pensado’s 

Place, et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at print and 
digital audio, technology, and music outlets

• Concerted music industry push

• On-air Pensado’s Place promotion; regular mentions by 
Penwick Media and Alge’s business associates, clients, and 
contacts 

• Serial rights offers to audio and musicians’ magazines

• Social media announcements and updates at Penwick’s, 
author’s, and publisher’s pages

RELATED TITLES:  Here, There, and Everywhere 
(9781592402694); Sound Man (9780147516572)
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APRIL 2018 Mel Brooks FAQ
All That’s Left to Know About the Outrageous 
Genius of Comedy
by Dale Sherman
FAQ Series
Applause Theatre & Cinema Books

To look at Mel Brooks’ life and career is to understand comedy 

over the past 70 years, and Mel Brooks FAQ covers it all!

Born to be the center of attention, Mel Brooks grew up learning the ropes of 
entertainment in the Catskills during its biggest days. He later emerged as a skilled 
comedy writer by literally muscling his way into television in the late 1940s. Brooks 
would be involved with some of the most notorious musicals on Broadway in the 
1950s and 1960s, before finally breaking through nearly 50 years later with a 
musical version of his first film, The Producers (2001). With Carl Reiner, he would 
create the 2000-Year-Old Man, and sold millions of comedy albums in the 1960s. 
He would cocreate the classic cult comedy television series Get Smart (1965–1970).

His films—which he wrote, directed, and sometimes starred in—such as 
The Producers (1968), Blazing Saddles (1974), Young Frankenstein (1974), and 
Spaceballs (1987)—have become certified classics to generations of fans and 
continuing well into the 1990s. 

Mel Brooks FAQ covers the entire career and life of a man who has won a 
Grammy, an Emmy, A Tony, and multiple Oscars. Also covered are the intertwining 
career of Brooks with his wife Anne Bancroft, the novelizations of Brooks’ films, 
and the projects that never came to be. Raunchy and intellectual at the same 
time, with a career spanning over sixty years, Brooks has also been involved with 
serious dramatic films through his Brooksfilms production company, which are also 
discussed in the book. All this has made Brooks the creative genius that has shaped 
our understanding of comedy over these many decades, as will be seen within the 
pages of Mel Brooks FAQ.

DALE SHERMAN has been following Mel Brooks’ career since first seeing 

Young Frankenstein at the age of ten. A researcher and collector of comedy, 

Dale has written ten books, including Quentin Tarantino FAQ and MASH FAQ. 

Dale lives in Louisville, Kentucky, with his wife, daughter, pets, and with a 

framed original poster for Blazing Saddles hanging in his office. 

MARKETING
• Pre-publication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at print and 
digital film, theater, and pop culture outlets

• Excerpts available

• Social media announcements and updates at publisher’s 
pages

RELATED TITLES:  It’s Good to Be the King: The Seriously 
Funny Life of Mel Brooks (9781630261214); Young 
Frankenstein: A Mel Brooks Book: The Story of the Making 
of the Film (9780316315470)
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MARCH 2018 Rhapsody in Black
The Life and Music of Roy Orbison
by John Kruth
Backbeat Books

Thirty years on from Roy Orbison’s death and the formation of 

supergroup the Traveling Wilburys—here is the unforgettable 

artist’s story, available for the first time in paperback.

Roy Orbison emerged as an artist alongside his Sun Records contemporaries in the 
early days of rock ’n’ roll. He did not possess the good looks of Elvis Presley or the 
everyman toughness of Johnny Cash, nor did he conduct wild-child stage antics like 
Jerry Lee Lewis. But he did possess a magnetic mystique that would captivate fans 
around the world and inspire countless musicians.

A quiet man, who k.d. lang would refer to as “Buddha,” Orbison was more 
interested in building model airplanes, watching films, and reading books in his 
den than talking about himself or partying hard. Yet he was nothing shy of a super-
star—determined to succeed, driven by a relentless love for music that started in 
childhood, and blessed with some of the best pipes in the business. Standing still 
onstage, hidden behind his perpetual Ray-Bans, Orbison delivered his melodious 
songs with haunting emotional depth. His artful recordings, mysterious image, and 
angelic voice have left an indelible mark on popular music.

In Rhapsody in Black, John Kruth tells the story of Roy Orbison in prose as 
musical as the artist’s melodies and does not shy away from or trivialize the 
personal pain, alienation, and tragic events that shaped Orbison’s singular 
personality and music. Featuring interviews with people who worked closely with 
Orbison, career-spanning photos, a select discography, and a new afterward for the 
paperback edition, Rhapsody in Black is both celebratory and touching. It delves into the 
behind-the-music details of Orbison’s collaborations, recording sessions, tours, and 
business affairs, as well as his personal life—his roots, his marriages, and his 
children—to present a telescopic view of his legacy.

JOHN KRUTH New York City) is a musician with nine solo albums to his credit and the author of 

To Live’s to Fly: The Ballad of the Late, Great Townes Van Zandt (winner of the ASCAP Deems 

Taylor Award) and Bright Moments: The Life and Legacy of Rahsaan Roland Kirk. Kruth’s writing 

has appeared in the New York Times, Rolling Stone, the Progressive, Wire, Wax Poetics, and Sing 

Out! He teaches at Manhattan College and the College of Mount Saint Vincent.

MARKETING
• Facebook and Instagram contests and advertising campaign

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at print and 
digital music and pop culture outlets

• Nationwide rock and classic hits radio campaign 

• Pre-publication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

RELATED TITLES: The Last Train to Memphis: The Rise of 
Elvis Presley (9780316332255); Johnny Cash: The Biography  
(9780306813689 and 9780306815652); Here Comes the Sun 
(9780471690214 and 9780470127803); Rhapsody in Black 
[Hardcover] (9781476886794)
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MARCH 2018 Steven Spielberg FAQ
All That’s Left to Know About the Films of 
Hollywood’s Best-Known Director
by Barry Monush
FAQ Series
Applause Theatre & Cinema Books

A compulsively readable guide to all things Spielberg.

One of the most popular directors and producers in film history, Steven Spielberg 
is considered a founding pioneer of the New Hollywood era. Stephen Spielberg FAQ 
presents an all-encompassing look at the great artist’s career and work—from his 
early science-fiction and adventure films (Jaws, Close Encounters of the Third Kind, 
and Raiders of the Lost Ark) to his historical films (Schindler’s List, Amistad, Saving 
Private Ryan, Munich, War Horse, and Lincoln). Including chapters on the origins of 
his movies, the locations, the use of music in his films, and an extensive timeline of 
pivotal events from his life and career, this is a comprehensive guide to the work of 
the most successful and high-profile filmmaker of modern times.

BARRY MONUSH (Metuchen, New Jersey) is the author of The Encyclopedia 

of Hollywood Film Actors; Everybody’s Talkin’: The Top Films of 1965–1969; 

Music on Film: West Side Story; and The Sound of M usic FAQ. He edited the 

Screen World annuals (1988–2013), updated Stanley Green’s Hollywood 

Musicals: Year by Year, and co-authored (with James Sheridan) Lucille Ball 

FAQ. Monush is an assistant curator at the Paley Center for Media in New York City.

MARKETING
• Pre-publication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at print and 
digital film, television, and pop culture outlets

• Excerpts available

• Social media announcements and updates at publisher’s 
pages

• Facebook and Instagram contests and advertising campaign

RELATED TITLES: Steven Spielberg: A Life in Films 
(9780300186932); George Lucas: A Life (9780316257442);  
Steven Spielberg: A Biography (9781604738360); Steven 
Spielberg: Interviews (9781578061136)
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APRIL 2018 The Allman Brothers Band FAQ
All That’s Left to Know About the Founding Fathers 
of Southern Rock
by Michael Buffalo Smith
FAQ Series
Backbeat Books

A topical, rich, and entertaining volume on all things 

Allman Brothers.

With their innovative music and consummate instrumentalists, the Allman Brothers 
Band defined the Southern rock sound of the 1970s and transcended it to become 
one of the most respected musical groups of the past four decades. An account 
that can be read straight through or in stand-alone chapters, The Allman Brothers 
Band FAQ uncovers the roots of the foremost act of Southern rock, including the 
various musicians who have been members of the group since its formation; the 
creative genius of legends gone to soon, Duane and Greg Allman; the producers, 
managers, and others who helped make ABB one of the most successful bands of 
the 1970s; details and stories behind all of the albums and singles recorded by the 
band; concert, television, and video appearances; great performances at the Atlanta 
International Pop Festival, Watkins Glen, the Fillmore East, the Beacon Theatre, and 
more.

Extensive insights into the band’s career are also featured, drawn from literally 
hundreds of hours of interviews conducted by the author. In addition, full-length 
personal interviews with founding band members Dickey Betts and Butch Trucks, 
as well as legendary record producer Tom Dowd, help round out this essential tome 
on one of the finest rock bands of all time. Packed with detail and a swath of 
images, this FAQ is a must-have for both new fans just discovering ABB and 
longtime devotees

MICHAEL BUFFALO SMITH  (Spartanburg, South Carolina) is an author and freelance music 

journalist who has been writing for magazines and newspapers since 1980. His articles and 

reviews have appeared in publications including Rolling Stone, Mojo, Goldmine, Relix, Hittin’ 

the Note, and others. After launching Gritz magazine in 1998, Smith came to be known as “the 

Ambassador of Southern Rock.” He is currently publisher/editor of KUDZOO magazine, the digital 

magazine of Southern music. Smith has had six books published, including his latest, Rebel Yell: 

An Oral History of Southern Rock (Mercer University Press).

MARKETING
• Prepublication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at print and 
digital music and pop culture outlets

• Serial rights offers to music and musicians’ magazines

• Nationwide rock and classic hits radio campaign 

• Social media announcements and updates at publisher’s 
pages

• Facebook and Instagram contests and advertising campaign

RELATED TITLES: My Cross To Bear (9780062112057); Skydog: 
The Duane Allman Story (9780879309398); One Way Out: The 
Inside History of the Allman Brothers Band (9781250040497 
and 9781250040503); Midnight Riders: The Story of the Allman 
Brothers Band (9780316294522)
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MAY 2018 The Girl in the Back
A Female Drummer’s Life with Bowie, Blondie, and 
the ’70s Rock Scene
by Laura Davis-Chanin
Backbeat Books

An engaging memoir of a female drummer coming of age during 

the apex of punk rock and a golden era of New York City—her fate 

shaped by Bowie, Blondie, and an incurable disease.

Nineteen seventy-seven. New York City. Dark. Dangerous. Thrilling. Punk Rock. 
Blondie. David Bowie. Drinking. Drugs. Happening at the speed of light.

Seventeen-year old Laura, quaking within her skin while the bursting punk 
rock revolution explodes around her, starts a band with her teenage friends called 
the Student Teachers. She’s the drummer. They play legendary clubs—CBGB, 
Max’s Kansas City, Hurrah—they rehearse madly, write songs, and tour the East 
Coast. All between final exams at school.

In comes Jimmy Destri from Blondie. He thinks the Student Teachers are 
terrific! And then—he falls in love with Laura. He pulls her into the glamorous life of 
Blondie and introduces her to David Bowie. Bowie takes an interest in Laura’s band, 
attends their rehearsals, and sets them up to open for Iggy Pop at the Palladium on 
Halloween 1979. It’s exhilarating! It’s the beginning of amazing success in rock ’n’ 
roll! Until it all comes to a stunning stop.

After playing a show at Town Hall in 1980, Laura is diagnosed with multiple 
sclerosis. Does it all fall apart? Later, at a dinner with Bowie, he whispers something 
to Laura. And it helps her save her life.

In prose that flows like music, Laura Davis-Chanin presents a rich work of 
narrative nonfiction that is not only deeply personal but also revealing of the punk 
rock heyday in New York City. Infused with rare photographs, this book is a journey 
through a unique, ephemeral life experience.

LAURA DAVIS-CHANIN (New York City) is a writer and lawyer. She is currently working on a 

novel and a series of short stories. She can be heard on the podcast “Phi-Fic: Truth in Fiction” on 

the philosophy site The Partially Examined Life and is working on a master’s degree in philosophy 

at Edinburgh University. She is most thankful for her beautiful daughters, Zoe and Mara.

MARKETING
• Prepublication buzz campaigns at GoodReads et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at print 
and digital music, pop culture, women’s interest, and 
feminist outlets

• Serial rights available

• Nationwide radio campaign 

• Social media announcements and updates at publisher’s 
pages

• Facebook and Instagram contests and advertising campaign

RELATED TITLES: Girl In A Band: A Memoir (9780062295903); 
Girls to the Front: The True Story of the Quiet Grrrl 
Revolution (9780061806360); Hunger Makes Me A Modern 
Girl: A Memoir (9780399184765); Just Kids (9780060936228 
and 9780066211312); Clothes, Clothes, Clothes. Music, Music, 
Music. Boys, Boys, Boys (9781250065995)
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MARCH 2018 The Pop Culture Lover’s Guide to 
New York City
by Bob Egan
Maps by Jim Egan
Applause Theatre & Cinema Books

An insider’s guide to all the secret spots.

No doubt about it, New York City is the pop culture capital of the world. And 
for good reason. Movies, TV shows, iconic photographs, works of literature, 
landmark buildings, amazing sculptures, and historic cultural events—they all 
happen here. While other NYC guidebooks can get you to Central Park, they won’t tell 
you where in the park to find the exact spots where over a hundred of your favorite 
movies were filmed or dozens of famous album covers were shot. That’s why every 
pop-culture-loving explorer needs a copy of this one-of-a-kind treasure map to all 
the famous places you’ve heard or read about over the years.

Ready to explore? Featuring a multitude of maps and addresses to thousands 
of locations where some of the greatest moments in pop culture took place, The Pop 
Culture Lover’s Guide to New York City will lead you to:

• The locations of classic films like Breakfast at Tiffany’s and The 
Godfather, and popular TV shows such as Friends and Gossip Girl

• Buildings where hundreds of celebrities live, including Celebrity Row 

along Central Park West

• The epicenters of cultural revolutions like the Studio 54 nightclub and  

the Stonewall Inn

• Hundreds of iconic buildings and sculptures you can see for free

• And so much more!  

So whether you like movies, TV, theater, music, sports, comics, video games, 
or literature—this book will take you on an exhilarating, not-to-be-forgotten 
adventure.

BOB EGAN is a longtime New Yorker and pop culture enthusiast who has 

merged his interests to create the internationally known website PopSpots 

(PopSpotsNYC.com) on which he tracks down the exact location of famous 

pop culture photographs shot in New York (and elsewhere), including 

long-lost record album covers, famous rock photographs, and movie scene 

locations. His website has been profiled by websites, newspapers, and magazines all over the 

world and is followed by rock ’n’ roll and pop culture fans from over 100 countries. He is also a 

registered New York City tour guide and gives tours and lectures of his discoveries. 

MARKETING
• Pre-publication buzz campaigns at GoodReads, PopSpotsNYC.

com, et al.

• Reviews, interviews, mentions, and features at NYC-focused, 
travel, and pop culture outlets

• Excerpt offers to travel and pop culture media

• Social media announcements and updates at author and 
publisher’s pages

• Facebook and Instagram contests and advertising campaign

RELATED TITLES: Secret New York: The Unusual 
Guide (9782361950248); The New York Nobody Knows 
(9780691169705); 111 Places in New York That You Must Not 
Miss (9783954510528); Magnetic City: A Walking Companion 
to New York (9780553394702); Seeking New York: The Stories 
Behind the Historic Architecture of New York (9780789329172); 
Seats: New York (9780879103545)
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